
 

Shadows on ice: Proba-1 images Concordia
south polar base
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Proba-1 images Concordia base.
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(Phys.org)—ESA's Earth-observing microsatellite Proba-1 has glimpsed
one of the loneliest places on Earth – Concordia research base in the
heart of Antarctica.

This image was acquired by the High-Resolution Camera, the smallest
imager on ESA's smallest satellite. This black and white digital camera
incorporates a miniaturised telescope to fit in Proba-1, whose overall
volume is less than a cubic metre.

Long shadows cast by the low Sun pick out details of the base's layout in
this 5 m-resolution image.

The Concordia station, built and operated by France's IPEV polar
institute and Italy's PNRA Antarctic programme, is one of the few
permanently crewed habitats in Antarctica. Located 3233 m above sea
level in the high interior, its nearest neighbour is Russia's Vostok base,
some 560 km away.

  
 

  

Concordia station.

Its extreme location makes it interesting to ESA, which sponsors medical
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research on how isolation affects overwintering crews during months of
cold darkness. 

Life in Concordia is similar to living on another planet. No help can
arrive during the winter months and venturing outside is dangerous –
temperatures can drop to –80ºC.

The base's distinctive double-cylinder habitats, home to skeleton crews
during winter, are picked out by the area of greatest shadow. Directly
northeast are the summer camp buildings, with the base runway visible
to the north.

To the east of the main habitats are an astronomy platform – Concordia
boasts some of the clearest skies in the world – and glaciology survey
areas where subsurface drilling extracts ice cores.

A faint dot further east is the entrance to an underground seismology
shelter measuring ground tremors.

A US-built radio tower and the smoothed-out path leading to it are
visible towards the southeast corner of the image.

This image was acquired on 24 November.
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